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Abstract
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) are composed of a
number of resource-constrained sensor nodes which are
often deployed in unattended environments. Therefore,
WSNs easily encounter a variety of physical attacks.In
this paper, we focus on one of physical attacks known
as node replication attack, where an intruder randomly
captures a legitimate sensor node, and collects all secret
element. Then an intruder inserts the secret element in
his malicious sensor nodes and deploys the malicious sensor nodes into the network. An intruder can use malicious
nodes eavesdrop on the communication of other sensors,
or inject false data reports that make a server misjudge.
In recent years, detecting node replication attack is an
important task in sensor network area.In our survey, we
analyze previous research and demonstrate contributions
of the existent literatures.
Keywords: Distributed protocol, node replication attack,
wireless sensor network

1

Introduction

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) are rapidly used to
many areas including military\surveillance, pollution
tracking, landslides detection, fire detection, nuclear
power plants, ocean water quality monitoring and medical health care, etc. [2, 19]. Because WSNs consists of
many tiny computing sensor nodes, they are deployed in
an area for sensing data and transmitting data to base
station for further processing. Base station is a data sink
and is responsible for data collection, data analysis and
maintaining all the sensor nodes in WSNs. It is a more
powerful node than sensors in the network so that an intruder cannot compromise the base station as well.
However, the low cost sensor nodes can be easily compromised by an intruder because these sensors are exposed

in an unattended and unsupervised environment [4, 34].
The resource-starved sensors lure an intruder to attack
the network. Therefore, protecting WSNs from the physical attacks such as node capture attack, sybil attack and
black holes [18, 32, 33], is a major area of concern. One of
physical attacks is known as node replication attack that
an intruder can get into the network. In this attack, an
intruder randomly captures a legitimate sensor node, and
collects all secret element. Then an intruder inserts the
secret element in his malicious sensor nodes and deploys
the malicious sensor nodes into the network. An intruder
can use malicious nodes eavesdrop on the communication
of other sensors, or inject false data reports that make a
server misjudge [1, 35].
To prevent this attack, recently many research have
proposed the scheme to solve this problem, and detecting node replication attack is an important task in sensor
network area. Some solutions are based on key distribution schemes [10, 11, 16, 23, 27, 30, 38]. Some solutions
are based on mutual authentication schemes [12, 17, 26].
Some solutions are based on location-aware and Trustbased protocols that detect and isolate compromised
nodes [9, 10]. Some solutions are based on routing algorithms [15, 24, 25]. Some solutions are based on energyefficient protocols [3, 13, 22]. In this survey, we focus on
distributed node replication detection scheme and analyze
previous researches and demonstrate contributions of the
existent literatures in detail.
The rest of paper is arranged as follows. In Section 2,
we introduce the basic requirements and evaluation metrics requirement used to analyze previous researches. Section 3 presents the existing schemes for replication detection in WSNs. Section 4, we analyze previous researches
and demonstrate contributions of the existent literatures.
In Section 5 we discuss the future work of a node replication attack. Finally, we make a conclusion in Section 6.
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intruder cannot use these nodes’ security element
to compromise the whole network. A good detection mechanism must resist the collusion of malicious
nodes.

They are classified into two types of node replication
schemes: Centralized detection and Distributed detection. 3. Resilience: When an intruder physically captures several sensor nodes and collects all secret element.
1. Centralized detection: In a centralized scheme, each
Then he inserts the secret element in his malicious
node needs to send its neighbor’s identity list and
sensor nodes and deploys the malicious sensor nodes
location to the base station. If the base station disinto the network. If resilience is high, the network is
covers the conflict location with the same identity, it
still available. Otherwise, if resilience is low, it may
would revoke the replication node immediately. Howmake the whole network broken down.
ever, this scheme has several drawbacks [31]. First,
the base station suffers from a single point of failure.
4. Lightweight: Sensor nodes are usually composed of
Second, the nodes closest to the base station will below memory, energy and computation. Sensors can
come a compromised target for the intruder and will
not afford the heavy replication detection mechanism
receive heavy flooded traffic. Finally, the base stawhich will consume large power and complex compution will delay revocation, because the base station
tation. Therefore, a lightweight detection scheme is
has to receive all the report from the WSNs and anaan important principle for resource-constrained wirelyze them. A centralized scheme on sensor networks
less sensor network.
can be found in [5, 6, 36].
2. Distributed detection: The first distributed detection 2.2 Efficiency Metrics
scheme was proposed by Parno et al. in 2005 [31]. In
a distributed detection, each node broadcast its iden- 1. Memory: Sensor’s memory always stores node’s identity that can identify each legitimate sensor node in
tity and location information to its neighbor. Then
the network, security element, such as node’s public,
its neighbor will send the node’s information to a
private key and session key.
randomly selected node called a witness node. The
witness node can detect node replication attack by
checking the ID with its location. Distributed detec- 2. Energy: Energy consumption is one of the most important thing that has to be concerned in wireless
tion scheme can revoke replicated node quickly and
sensor network. Complex computation will lead to a
the base station will not become a single point of failamount of energy consumption, so designing an effiure. In this paper, we focus on the distributed decient detection scheme is a necessary task.
tection scheme and analyze previous researches and
demonstrate contributions of the existent literatures.
Notations for distributed replication detection are
summarized in Table 1.
Table 1: Notations for distributed replication detection
The previous survey [20, 39] did not classify security
metrics. In this paper, we summarize basic security requirements of a node replication attack. All distributed
detection schemes must follow traditional security requirements: data confidential, data protection, integrity
and non-repudiation. In addition, according to the unique
features of a node replication attack, we present the basic requirements and evaluation metrics in the following
security metrics and efficiency metrics.

2.1

Security Metrics

1. Node revocation: When replicated nodes are detected,
the WSN should be capable of revoking them quickly.
To prevent a node replication attack, an efficient
scheme has to detect whether the nodes are compromised or not. Therefore, an intruder can not use this
malicious nodes eavesdrop on the communication of
other sensors, or inject false data reports that make
a server misjudge.

BS
IDα
SKα
lα
RB
Rα
H(.)
n
d
g
NZ
p
ps

3

Base station
Node α’s identity
α’s private key
Deployment location by node α
a random number generated by base station
a random number generated by node α
a one-way hash function
Network size
Network density
number of witness nodes
number of zone-leader in the network
The probability a neighber becomes a reporter
The probability a node becomes a witness node

Distributed Detection Schemes

2. Collusion resistance: If a number of nodes leave the In this section, we investigate several previous researches
network or are compromised by the intruder, the and analyze their contributions of the existing literatures.
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There is not a central authentication in a distributed detection scheme. Each node broadcasts its identity and
location information to its neighbor. Then its neighbor
would send the identity and location claim to a randomly
node called witness node. These detection mechanisms
are often used in a distributed detection scheme called
claimer-reporter- witness.

3.1

the communication overhead and increase the probability
of detection, which is called line-selected multicast (LSM).
In LSM, a location claim travels a line from one node to
another. Every intermediate node in this line has to store
the location claim and each of them can also be witness
nodes. If a node at the intersection of two lines can detect a conflict location claims. Compared with RM, LSM
has a lower communication cost. However, it has several
Node-to-Network Broadcasting and drawbacks which were mentioned by Zhang et al. [37] in
2009 and we will discuss [37] in Section 3.4.

Deterministic Multicast

Node-to-network broadcasting (N2NB) were proposed by
Parno et al. [31] which is a slightly simplified approach. In
N2NB, each node in the network broadcasts an authenticated message in the entire network to claim its own
location. Each node has a responsibility to store the location claim for its neighbors, incurring a storage cost of
O(d); and if a conflict happened, it would revoke the malicious nodes immediately. The N2NB protocol can achieve
100% detection rate of all replicate location claims as long
as the broadcast reaches every node. Each node’s location claim broadcast requires O(n) message, and the total
communication cost for N2NB protocol is O(n2 ).
The Deterministic Multicast (DM) is to improve on
the communication cost of the previous protocol. The
DM is a good example to explain claimer-reporter-witness
framework. A claimer is a node which shares its location
claim to its neighbors and its neighbors act as a reporter.
The reporter uses claimer’s ID and a function to choose
the witness nodes. Then the reporter forwards the location claim to the chosen witness. If a replication node is
deployed on the network, the witness will receive two different location claims from the same node. If the conflict
happens, the witness will trigger the revocation mechanism. There is a problem in DM. If an intruder knows
the claimer’s ID and function, he/she will know the witness’s location and compromise them before deploying his
replication node.

3.2

Randomized Multicast
Selected Multicast

and

Line-

Randomized multicast (RM) and line-selected multicast
(LSM) were proposed by Parno et al. [31] in 2005, which
is the distributed node replica detection mechanism proposed for the first time. The first algorithm is called Randomized multicast. In RM, each node α broadcasts its
location claim (IDα ,lα ) to its one-hop neighbor. Then
its neighbor(with
probability p) send its location claim
√
to a O( n), a randomly selected witness node by using
geographic routing. They claim using Birthday Paradox
that can ensure at least one witness node will receive the
location conflict of a replicated node with higher probability.√However, assume the network average path length is
O( n), and the total communication cost is O(n2 ) which
is as expensive as N2NB.
Because of the RM protocol’s high communication
cost, Parno et al. proposed another protocol to reduce

3.3

Randomized, Efficient
tributed Mechanism

and

Dis-

Randomized, efficient and distributed mechanism (RED)
was proposed by Conti et al. [7, 8] in 2007 and 2011. RED
combines both advantage of DM and RM, but this protocol uses the witnesses chosen by pseudo-randomly based
on a network-wide seed to improve network performance
and a distributed protocol to detect node replication attacks. RED includes two steps: the first step, BS chooses
a random number RB and broadcasts this RB to all nodes
in the network. The second step, the claimer’s neighbor uses a pseudo-randomly function to select the witness node. The pseudo-randomly function takes claimer’s
(IDα ,lα ), random number RB and the number of witnesses. Node α needs to sign its location claim by using its private key SKα before broadcast. Every node in
the line from claimer to the witness node forwarding the
signed claim is not allowed to add any message. When BS
changes the RB , the witness nodes will change as well. It
can protect the witness nodes from an intruder knowing
the witness’s location and compromise them before deploying his replication node.

3.4

Memory Efficient Multicast:
BMEM, BC-MEM, C-MEM and CCMEN

Zhang et al. [37] mentioned that LSM had three drawbacks. The three problems are memory overhead problem, crowded center problem and cross over problem.
In √
the first problem, each node in LSM needs to store
O( n) claims and ensure high-level security, so the size
of the claims should be so large to lead to sensor memory
overhead. In the second problem, Zhang et al. claim
the nodes which set up in the center area may have
much higher communication cost than the nodes near
the boundary. In the third problem, there is a certain
probability that two line segments crossing each other do
not intersect a real node. This makes cross over problem and the replica node will not be detected. So Zhang
et al. [37] have proposed four mechanisms to detect node
replication attacks efficiently. These four protocols are
memory efficient multicast with Bloom filters (B-MEM),
memory efficient multicast with Bloom filters and Cell
Forwarding (BC-MEM), memory efficient multicast with
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cross forwarding(C-MEM), and memory efficient multi- replication attack and for message forwarded. The netcast with cross and cell forwarding (CC-MEM). They are work will set a global parameter direction, so each node
discussed below.
should follow this direction to forward the message. The
intermediate nodes will detect the node replication √
attack
when a conflict happens. RDE’s memory cost O( d) is
3.4.1 B-MEM
the same as N2NB, but the communication cost reduces
The other three protocols are based on the B-MEN. B- from O(n2 ) to O(√n). However, RDE seems not feasible
MEN uses two compact Bloom filters to reduce the stor- for a real wireless sensor network.
age of location claims in LSM. In B-MEN, node α multicasts its location claim to its neighbor. Each neighbor
3.6 Distributed Detection of Node Caphas a probability ps to become a witness node and sends
ture Attacks in Wireless Sensor Neta node α’s location claim to a randomly location. The
works
node which is close to this random location will become
another witness node. Every node in the line segment just
In 2010, a technique proposed by Ho [14] used the sequenstores IDα and lα in the Bloom filters. The membership
tial probability ratio test to detect a replica node attack
in the line segment can use Bloom filters to help them
in the wireless sensor network. When a node is physically
detect conflicting location claim.
captured by an intruder, there is a period of time the node
would not present in the network. Therefore, the protocol
3.4.2 BC-MEM
measures the absence time period of each sensor node and
BC-MEN protocol divides the network into several cells contrast the value to a pre-defined threshold. The protothat not only solve the cross problem but also reduce the col’s detection rate depends on the properly threshold.
storage overhead. In BC-MEN, there is an anchor point
assigned for every node in the same cell. The anchor point
is decided by every node’s ID and a hash function. A
node closest to the anchor point is assigned for an anchor
node. Node’s location claim is forwarded from one node
to the other cell’s anchor node, continuing until to the
destination.
3.4.3

C-MEM and CC-MEM

C-MEN uses a new technique called cross forwarding to
solve a crowded center problem. In C-MEN, C-MEN first
selects a random point called cross point for each node
in the network. The node closest to the cross point is
assigned for a witness node and the location claim is forwarded to a witness node along the horizontal and vertical
lines that pass the cross point. Note that C-MEN does
not divide the network into cells and does not use cell
forwarding.
CC-MEN is a combination of BC-MEN and C-MEN. It
combines cell forwarding and cross forwarding to solve the
cross over problem and crowded center problem. Similar
to BC-MEN and C-MEN, CC-MEN divides the network
into several cells, and each node has its corresponding anchor node. Also, CC-MEN randomly selects a cell and let
the anchor point be the cross point as well. It can improve the probability of detecting node replication attack
and performance.

3.5

Randomly Directed Exploration

In 2009, Li and Gong [28] proposed a randomly directed
exploration (RDE) of a node replication attack. This protocol is based on N2NB. When deployed, every node in
the network knows its neighbor ID and location. Each
node uses a neighbor ID and location to make its own
neighbor-list. This neighbor-list is used to detect node

3.7

Zone-based Node Replica Detection
Scheme

Mishra et al. [29] have proposed a node replication
detection scheme based on dividing the network into
several zones and each zone has a zone-leader, which
has the ability to detect replica nodes in the network. Every node has to do the registration phase
after deployment. Zone-leaders will broadcast a zone
registration(ZON E REGD) to every node in the network.
Then the node will send back the zone
join(ZON E JOIN ) message to a zone-leader which is
close to it.
In this protocol detecting mechanism is done at twolevels. The first level is called intra-zone detection. If a
node wants to join in a zone after all nodes finish registration. A zone-leader will receive the join message of the
new node. The zone-leader will check the member list in
its own zone. If node ID is already in its member list,
the zone-leader will broadcast a zone revoke message for
the replica node and remove the replica node from the
network immediately. Otherwise, it will go to the second
level check. When a new node ID is not in the member
list of the current zone. The zone-leader will send the join
message to other zone-leader to check whether the node
ID exists in other member list or not. When the two-level
is done, the node will be added in the member list and
joined in the network.
Most of the node replication detection protocols have
to maintain the location claims. It would cost additional
storage overhead. In zone-based detection, each node does
not need to store any location claim in their memory, and
the locations are independent. It can minimize the storage overhead problem. However, the protocol is based on
the trusty zone-leader. When an intruder replicates the
zone-leader, the wireless network will be compromised. In
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Table 2: Summary of scheme
Scheme

Advantage

Disadvantage

N2NB [31]
DM [31]
RM [31]

Higher detection rate
Lower communication cost
1.More resilience
2.Unpredictable witness
1.Improved communication cost
2.Enhance detection probability
1.Lower memory cost
2.Higher detection rate
1.Solve Crowded center problem
2.Solve Cross over problem
3.Solve memory overhead problem
1.Higher detection rate
2.Consume minimum memory
Use the sequential analysis
1.Location independent
2.No memory overhead
3.Higher detection probability

Higher communication cost
Higher Memory cost
1.Lower detection probability
2.Higher communication cost
1.Crowded center problem
2.Cross over problem
Need trusted third party

LSM [31]
RED [8, 7]
Zhang et al. [37]

RDE [28]
Ho [14]
ZBNRD [29]

the same year 2013, another zone based protocol has been
proposed by Koshy et al. [21]. This protocol includes four
modules:zone formation, trust management, replica detection and performance analysis. Zone-leaders use trust
factors to detect the replica node. The detection of a node
replication attack is based on trust value, which will be
calculated for each node.

4

Discussions

Location dependent

feasible for ideal network model
Set properly threshold
Compromised zone-leader threat

be equipped with lightweight and security. A zone-based
replication detection will be a target to follow. A zonebased detect mechanism does not need to store any location claim in nodes memory, and it provides network with
efficient self-organization as well as self-healing. The protocol to be designed can be implemented in a real environment. For instance, we can implement these protocols
to military surveillance, pollution tracking, landslides detection, fire detection, nuclear power plants, ocean water
quality monitoring and medical health care to let these
protocols can bring what they have learnt into full play.

In this section, we summarize the above protocols of their
pros and cons in Table 2. Then we use basic requirements
and evaluation metrics mentioned in Section 2 to analyze 6
Conclusions
the security and performance of the related work. Each
protocol has its advantage and drawbacks. According to Recently a wireless sensor network has been used in many
the recent study, it shows that there still have a lot of areas. In this paper, we focus on one of physical attacks
challenges in a node replication attack.
known as s node replication attack and have reviewed
the existing techniques that can detect a node replication
attack on a distributed scheme. We also give the basic re4.1 Security and Performance Analysis
quirements of security and efficiency metrics using these
Table 3 shows the basic security merits summarized in basic requirements to highlight security and performance
Section 2. We use these four requirements to analyze the advantage and disadvantage of previous researches. Howprevious protocol. Each protocol has reached the node ever, according to the recent study, it shows that there
revocation which can detect the malicious nodes in the still have a lot of challenges in a node replication attack.
network and revoke them immediately. We also show the It needs to be designed for a real-life situations and resource constrained wireless sensor network.
performance of the related work in Table 4.

5

Future Research

According to the recent researches, it shows the future work of node replication attack still needs to
design for a real-life WSNs situations.
Because of
resource-constrained environments, the protocol has to
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Table 3: Summary of scheme security
Scheme

Node revocation

Collusion resistance

Resilience

Lightweight

N2NB [31]
DM [31]
RM [31]
LSM [31]
RED [8, 7]
Zhang et al. [37]
RDE [28]
Ho [14]
ZBNRD [29]

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
Partial
Partial
Partial
Yes
Yes
Partial
Partial
Partial

Medium
Medium
Low
Medium
High
High
High
Medium
High

No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes

Table 4: Summary of scheme costs
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